Pink Under the Canopy Main

White Under the Canopy In the Mighty Jungle

Pink Under the Canopy Sloth

Orange Under the Canopy Circle of Leaf

Pink Under the Canopy Come Fly With Me

Hot Pink Under the Canopy Diamonds

White Under the Canopy It Had to Be Snakes
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White Under the Canopy Main

Blue Under the Canopy In the Mighty Jungle

White Under the Canopy Rawr

White Under the Canopy Sloth

Blue Under the Canopy Circle of Leaf

Blue Under the Canopy Come Fly With Me

Multi Under the Canopy Diamonds

Blue Under the Canopy It Had to Be Snakes

Hot Pink Swiss Dot Reversed

Cobalt Shade

Razzmatazz Kaleidoscope

Medium Blue Kisses
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**Adeline** by Kati Cupcake

Quilt Size 68 1/2" x 68 1/2"

**Fabric Requirements**

- 1 1/4 Yards C8660 White Main
- 1 1/3 Yards C8661 Blue In the Mighty Jungle
- 5/8 Yard C8661 White In the Mighty Jungle
- 5/8 Yard C8664 Blue Circle of Leaf
- 5/8 Yards C8665 Blue Come Fly With Me
- 2/3 Yard C8665 Blue Come Fly With Me (Binding)
- 5/8 Yard C8667 White It Had to Be Snakes
- 1 Yard C120 Riley White Solid (Sashing)
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Pre-order the Adeline Quilt Pattern
Love You More! by Kati Cupcake

Quilt Size 69 1/2" x 69 1/2"

Fabric Requirements

4 - 1/4 Yard Assorted Under the Canopy Prints (Small Hearts)
5 - 1/4 Yard Assorted Under the Canopy Prints (Stars)
9 - 1/2 Yard Assorted Under the Canopy Prints (Large Hearts)
2/3 Yard C8665 Blue Fly With Me (Binding)
1 1/2 Yards C730 Hot Pink Blossom Reversed
1 1/4 Yards C120 Riley White Solid
C8660 Green Under the Canopy Main
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C8662 Hot Pink Under the Canopy Rawr

C8663 Blue Under the Canopy Sloth

C8664 Teal Under the Canopy Circle of Leaf
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About the Line

After opening the package containing my very first fabric collection and anxious to make something with it, I asked my daughter which fabric she would like me to use to make her a dress. “Turquoise animal fabric” she replied. The collection in the box was Guinevere and had no turquoise or animals besides a unicorn. My next collection, Wild Bouquet, presented the same problem—no turquoise, no animals. My daughter was not a fan. Therefore my new collection, Under the Canopy, was created for girls (and boys) like her. Kids who love animals, science, and exploring. Kids who spout off obscure animal facts and binge watch Planet Earth. Kids who care about the Earth and will work to protect it. Under the Canopy is filled with enough animals to please the greatest animal lover and comes in bright colors to hide all of those pesky exploration stains.